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At Dyno we make the world of  
business go round. 

Up and down. 

And side to side.

Our conveyors make moving meat,  
veges, fruit, packages, gravel, and even 
luge sleds simple and efficient.

We can customise to meet your needs  
and all our designs are proprietary.

It all sounds new and high-tech, and it is.  
But in reality we’re an inter-generational  
Kiwi company which has been designing 
and building conveyors for over two 
decades now.

All that experience, and our knowledge  
of the industries we work with,  
is part of a total approach that includes 
supplying parts, and maintenance  
by trained engineers.

DYNO Conveyors warranties equipment 
supplied free from defective materials  
and workmanship for a period of  
5 years, subject to satisfactory care  
and maintenance and being used  
according to original specifications.
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DYNO DESIGN



DYNO DESIGN

Dyno has its own in house 
design team. We can design 
anything from small conveyor 
components to full turnkey 
system lay-outs. With our large 
product base and conveyor 
knowledge and over 20 years 
experience in manufacturing 
we will provide you with a 
superior solution. If you already 
have your own designs we  
can work off your drawing.

1. Planning Stage 2. Concept Draft

3. Concept Final 4. Completed Product

Full System Design Layout

Details Needed
• Length of product
• Width of product
• Height of product
• Weight of product
• Speed required
• Environmental conditions
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DYNO ROLLERS

TRANZBAND
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Whether you require straight transfers, 
accumulation, bends or gates, Tranzband powered 
roller conveyor with in-built accumulation has 
been proven in many industrial situations.

The basis of the system is the tough polyurethane band,  
which enables each grooved roller to be independently  
driven from a common line shaft. Simple, yet providing  
the whole system with reliability and flexibility.

Features:

Safety

• Spacers between drive spools
• No pinch points or chains
• Complete guarding available
• Guide rails available

Reliability

•  Simplicity is the key - very little to go wrong, will often keep 
operating after severe accidental damage

• Replacement parts are readily available

Versatility

• Tranzband will carry a large range of box sizes
•  Modular design allows the system to be modified  

or added to easily
• Change working height easily with adjustable stands

Accumulation

• No need to power on and off, minimum power consumption
• Accumulation pressure is adjustable

Clean

• Side frames are continuous, uncluttered and easy cleaning
• No dirt traps or hard to clean spots

Tapered Rollers

• Accurate powered transfer around bends

Main Frame

•  Powder-coated, mild steel or  
304 stainless steel

• 163 x 25 x 3 channel 

• Width optional

•  Standard straights: 2.4m and 1.2m, 
other lengths available on request

•  Standard bends 90° and 45°.  
815mm inside radius, other angles 
available on request.

Specifications Rollers

•  Galvanised – galvanised steel tube 
with precision bearings,  
aluminium shaft.

•  Dynopipe – white plastic tube, 
aluminium shaft, plastic bearing 
housing with stainless steel or  
carbon steel balls.

•  Other roller options available 
including stainless steel

• 64, 96, 128 or 160mm pitch
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The Dynodrive motor is an extremely versatile 
electronic option for a powered conveyor system.  
Coupled with the SCC (Smart Control Card)  
this system gives you an impressive amount  
of control at a very competitive price.

Features
• Zero Pressure Accumulation, no product damage
• Controlled braking system
• Variable speed adjustment
• Low power consumption 24V safety
• Simple (No need for PLC)
•  Reduces wear on shaft and parts, uses less power  

as motors only run when product needs to move
•  Reliable – no gearboxes or reducers

How it works

A Dynodrive motor is fitted at regular intervals along  
the length of the conveyor. This enables the loads to be  
automatically controlled in ‘zero pressure zones’.

The stop / start action of these motors is automatically 
controlled by photocell sensors fitted at each end of the zone, 
these send information to the control card linked to that motor.

As the loads are conveyed along the conveyor, the photocell 
sensors inform the control card that product is present. The 
control card then checks that the forward zone is unoccupied.  
If the zone is clear, the downstream motor starts thus enabling 
the product to be passed forward where the action is repeated.

If however, the downstream zone is occupied then the  
control card stops the motor immediately under the product 
until the downstream zone is clear.

In the event that no loads are present or moving on the 
conveyor, then zones are stopped effectively saving energy.
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EZYROLL

MINIROLL

MULTIROLL
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Multi directional transfer rollers are  
designed to give your conveyor line  
multiple directions and flexibility.

Quality NZ made gravity roller conveyors.  
A range of options  available to create the  
ideal roller conveyor line for your situation.

Features
•  1.2m, 2.4m & 3m standard sections – other sizes can  

be made to order
• Multiple roller spacing options
•  A range of rollers to suit many applications  

– plastic, galvanised & stainless steel
• 90º & 45º bends. Other radius bends available on request
• Bolt together construction (versatility)
• Width up to 1000mm (standard)
•  Finishes available – powder coated, powder coated with  

zinc rich primer, hot dip galvanised, stainless steel
• Manufactured in NZ with a 5 year warranty 

Miniroll by DYNO is a simple channel with 28mm 
diameter polypropylene wheels spaced closely 
together providing multiple use options and is 
commonly used for live shelving and storage units.

Features
• Robust galvanised steel track
• 3mm Ø polished steel axles
• 28mm Ø polypropylene wheels
•   2376mm standard length
• High temperature wheels available 

Accessories
• Strengthening clip: Stops channel opening under heavy loads
• Braking ramp: Easy to lift or remove
• Non return: Allows product to move one way only
•  Simple mounting clip: Attaches to cross bars from  

2 to 4mm thick
• Joiner: Keeps joined tracks in line. Supplied with rivets
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Achieve more with less! Stretch and twist  
your Xpandaroll to where you need to take your 
product then simply fold away when finished.

Features
•  Structural steel support, channel spans entire conveyer 

width for strength

•  Package stop is easily clipped up in a few seconds

•  Save valuable floor space when not in use.  
Folds down to only 1.6m

•  Connecting brackets easily clip together conveyers.  
Build to any length required

•  50mm skate wheels (std), 35mm roller  
option available

• Max load rating 400Kg/m

•  High tensile ribbed aluminium  
side plates – strong yet lightweight

•  Fully lockable 100mm castors  
make Xpandaroll easy to move  
around or lock in place

•  Free running skate wheels  
give self tracking 

XPANDAROLL

Features
•  Economic, robust, flexible
• Easy hook for joining sections
• Quiet, clean plastic rollers with robust steel bearing
•   Adjustable roller/spacing pitch for different size products
•   Available in straight and 90º bends to suit your application
• Rollers are available separately

LIGHT ROLL PR
Save your time and money with Dyno’s Premium  
Lightroll Gravity Roller Conveyor. An economic 
option to move product efficiently keeping your 
business at its most productive at all times.

Lightroll PR is designed for light-medium  
box and crate conveying and some  
flexible package handling.  
Straight and curved  
sections provide a  
versatile package  
handling solution for  
warehousing, factory,  
assembly and  
distribution.
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PALLET CONVEYORS
Tranzroll & Ezyroll by DYNO is your ideal pallet 
conveying solution. Pallet conveyors reduce use 
of forklifts in working areas therefore ensuring 
the safety of your staff in these areas. Tranzroll  
can be designed to suit a large range of pallets  
and can be intergrated with stretch wrappers,  
lift tables and other pallet handling equipment.

Features
•  Standard systems powered and gravity with  

up to 2 ton load rating
•  Pallet conveyors can be designed to suit your  

situation and application requirements
• 5 year warranty
• Manufactured in New Zealand

Hint: For gravity applications two single sections of conveyor can  
be used, this not only reduces costs but allows you to be  
able to walk down the centre of the conveyor to move your pallet 
and increases load carrying capacity.
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DYNO BELTS
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The Tranzbelt conveyor has been developed  

for a variety of uses and can be manufactured  

to the following specifications:

• Length

• Width

• Loading

• Gear box ratio (Speed)

• Electrical Variable Speed

• Belt variations relevant to industry

•  Materials relevant to industry stainless steel – food grade 
\washdown, galvanised steel, powder-coated steel

Features
• Standard geared motors (easy maintenance)

•  Range of conveyor belts available; Apple Green Belt 
(standard) or rough top (option) Standard belt width options: 
300mm, 400mm, 450mm, 500mm, 600mm.

• Drive roller guard

• Guide rails (option)

• Robust belt tracking adjustment both ends

•  Belt fully supported on 50mm rollers. Can reduce energy 
requirements by 75% plus compared with flat bed

• Slider bed available on request

TRANZBELT
Tranzbelt belt conveyors are a simple 
flat belt conveyor manufactured to 
size and specification from a range of 
standard components and materials. 
This not only makes them extremely 
well priced but also reduces lead 
times vastly.
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TRANZBELT TR

MINIBELT

TR Series are a medium duty trough conveyor 
designed for moving bulk products such as sand, 
grain, gravel, bark, coal, seed, rubble etc. The 
concave roller assembly vastly increases the total 
carrying volume and ensures efficient handling  
of loose materials. Dyno offers a broad range  
of options and accessories to guarantee a  
quality conveyor solution.

The Minibelt Conveyor is designed for flexible  
and multi-purpose conveying. Lightweight  
and portable it can be easily transported. The 
simple kitset design offers a large range of  
sizes to suit your application.

Features
• Robust design for strength, durability and safety

•  Belt extends over the frame edges to keep any  
spillage off return belt

• Compact, low profile

• Adjustable head and tail ends

• Crowned drums for positive tracking

•  A broad range of accessories and drive systems are  
available to suit your application

• Belt options: Flat top black, white crescent top, cleated top

•  Main frame; Powder-coated steel, 304 stainless steel  
or aluminium

•  Can be easily fully enclosed

Features
• Lightweight, portable and can be easily transported
• Low noise, long life
•  Low profile design with small end rollers meaning only  

a small drop for the product at the end of the conveyor
•  Simple kitset design offers a large range of sizes with  

quick delivery
• 24 hour continuous operating capability
• 6 different position for adjusting tension and tracking
• Comes pre-wired single phase with variable speed
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Dyno’s Versatek Modular Belt Conveyor system 
has been developed to allow us to effectively 
customise a system to your requirements. It 
introduces a versatile conveying solution that can 
convey products through radius bends, gooseneck 
and incline as well as horizontal paths. Versatek 
is an ideal conveyor system for a wide variety of 
applications, from food processing to packaging 
handling and product manufacturing.

Features
•  Versatile bolt together design means that configurations  

can be altered quickly
• Low maintenance with standard gear motors
•  A wide variety of belt types and materials available  

to suit your application
• Corrosion and abrasion resistant
• Low friction
•  Hygienic plastic material – ideal for wash down  

(stainless steel type)
• Can be side flexing to go round corners 
• Easy to repair or replace belt

VERSATEK

These conveyors are a great labour saving device, 
being an ideal option for loading or unloading 
trucks where a forklift is unable to be used. 
The telescopic design allows up to 15 metres of 
reach for both single and multistage platforms. 
These units can be customised to be: fixed, 
track mounted with a powered mobile chassis or 
combined with elevating loading platforms. 

Features
• Belt type conveyors – standard

• Short roller conveyors – option

• Steel construction

• Robust and durable units manufactured in UK

• Belt options include a troughed belt version for loose products

• Electric/hydraulic operation

• Standard design suitable for boxes and bags up to 30kg

•  Custom built options available for other items  
e.g 200L drums (NB: special loading/unloading  
facilities required for 200L drums)

TELESCOPING  
CONVEYOR

Standard low level chassis MTC model use for  
off a raised loading dock

High level chassis model to allow the MTC to be used where the 
loading dock is at ground level. Tail conveyor option
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DYNO VERTICAL
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VERTICAL CONVEYOR

Features
• Space saver

• Energy efficient

• Reliable

• Low maintenance cost

• No critical product transitions

• No start/stop movements

• C-Lift or Z-Lift line up possible

• Line feed and cross feed

• Can be used as a cross transfer

• Possibility for in and outfeed on more than two levels

• Number of carriers provide capacity (not speed)

• Drive system is closed column

• Easy access to product carrier

Save on space and increase efficiency with 
a vertical conveyor. The PRORUNNER mk5 
guarantees an uninterrupted product flow from 
one level to another. A cam follower system in 
these elevators features a shock free movement  
in which products are kept horizontal. These 
heavy duty and smartly designed vertical 
conveyors are also available in stainless steel.
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DYNO SLATS
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AMBAVEYOR

TABLE TOP  
SLAT CHAIN

This modular conveyor system will benefit 
your set up in many ways with a combination 
of durability and limitless versatility.

The Ambaveyor is a unique style of belt based on composite 
slats fitted to a strong steel base chain. With the belt’s 
unique ability to flex sideways, negotiate upwards and 
downward bends, the Ambaveyor incorporates straight, 
inclined and covered tracks in a one-drive system that  
can extend over distances of up to 50metres.

The belt moves on wear strip around the centre and on  
the outer ends of each slat. This provides stable support 
over the entire width of the conveyor. The load capacity  
can be up to 120 kg/metre, depending on the type of  
product being conveyed.

This very versatile conveyor option is available 
in a range of sizes – right up to 600mm wide. 
While it’s ideal for moving bottles in bottling 
plants it has a multitude of possible uses, 
with one of it’s major advantages being that it 
makes it easy to convey around corners.

Dyno will customise to suit your job, and almost any specs 
can be accommodated. 

Features
• Available in widths of 200, 400 and 600mm
• Capable of running at speeds of up to 60 metres per minute
• Cut the number of drive motors by two thirds
• Slats can be changed in seconds

Features
• Custom design to suit product dimensions
• Slat chain can easily replaced if required
•  Can be supplied in range of materials
•  Plastic slat chain for hygiene – can be washed down  

(if frame is stainless)
•  Easy conveying around corners
•  Versatile for transfers
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DYNO CHAINS
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DYNO thermoplastic chain system is a lightweight, 
quiet, clean and non-corrosive system. It has 
been successfully proven over many years in a 
variety of tasks. This chain has the advantage 
of requiring no wear strip and has a wide stable 
base & low coefficient of friction.

Retractable telescope viewing 
door in observatory

Apple elevator Chain in a  
blood products factory

Chain options

A non-lubricated conveyor 
chain. Combine DynoGlide 
600 Chain with Dyno 
UltraSlip on your conveyors 
for huge energy savings.

DYNO CHAIN

DYNO GLIDE ULTRASLIP

Frozen pea elevator

Side Tabbed ChainStraight Run non-tabbed Chain 
(only available in DYNO600)

Standard Chain is white 
Acetal other materials 
available on request

A range of sprockets to suit

Double Extended Pin Extended Pin

Ultraslip, the new super slippery plastic is an  
ideal solution for many applications in the  
package handling industry including chute  
linings, slider beds, slides, spirals and any areas 
where packages can get lodged or damaged. 

Silicone impregnated, it provides a very low friction surface  
that requires no lubrication to maintain its excellent  
properties and is virtually maintenance free. Combine with 
DynoGlide 600 Chain and have your products move!

Friction co-efficient of 0.6.
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DYNO COMPONENTS
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MINI V TROUGH SET
• Vee belt driven roller technology
•  Alternative option to replace  

chain drive rollers
•  No maintenance or  

lubrication required
• No tension needed on belt

•  Suitable for lightweight  
to medium loads

•  Available as single trough  
or two piece trough set

• 25° trough angle
•  Ideal for either humid or  

dry, dusty environments

Multi Directional Roller – MTR 50
• Load capacity 5kg each
• Black acetal core
• Grey acetal rollers
• S/S axles
•  Connecting piece to make double rollers
•  60mm Ø (MTR 60) available with soft 
      urethane wheels

Multi Directional Roller – MTR 80
• Load capacity 20kg each
• Black acetal core
• Grey acetal rollers
• S/S axles
•  Connecting piece to make  

double rollers 

MTR’S

Ball transfers are used where loads need to be moved smoothly, 
precisely and with minimum effort in any direction.

BALL TRANSFERS

• Wide range of load capacity
•  Zinc plated & stainless steel pressing
•  Hardened, stainless & nylon balls

ROLLERS AND COMPONENTS
For over 20 years Dyno NZ has been supplying conveyors 
systems and components into many different industries.  
With our years of experience and skilled design team,  
your system can be tailored for your requirements from  
a large range of cost effective standard components.

Rollers
Rollers are made from galvanized steel, stainless steel, PVC or 
aluminum. With a wide variety of tube sizes, shaft diameters and 
bearing styles we can produce the ideal rollers for your situation. 
Sprockets, rubber coating, tapers and many other options are available.

Bearings & Endcaps
A wide range of sizes  
and styles of bearings  
and endcaps.

DynoDrive 50
50mm internal driven roller with a 24v brushless DC motor, 
electronic variable speed and permanently lubricated  
planetary geared reduction. Other sizes available.

SKATEWHEELS
• Load Capacity 20kg
•  White acetal outer/inner race
•  Nylon cage, S/S balls
• Food grade

• Load Capacity 30kg
•  All steel
•  Zinc plated finish

Plastic

Steel
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DYNO CARE
DYNO CARE is a programme that ensures 
clients’ conveyors operate at maximum 
efficiency, and avoids costly interruptions  
to processes.

We work with clients to ensure that routine  
maintenance and checks are carried out  
without disruption and according to their 
needs. Please note: meat processing 
operations may need more specialized 
care than distribution. For advice on your 
system, please talk to DYNO CARE.

 
Trevor Cornes
Managing Director

DAILY

• General housekeeping and cleaning

• Inspect for correct operation

• Remove any foreign objects from the conveyor

WEEKLY

• Check all rollers are rotating

• Clean, or wipe, PE sensor lenses and reflectors

MONTHLY

• Inspect roller condition

•  Lubricate bearings, if needed (Note: Over-greasing  
can result in reliability issues)

• Check gearbox oil levels

• Check the gear motor

• Inspect conveyor drive for any foreign material

• Inspect chain drive for correct tension

• Check limit switches and PE sensors

• Lubricate universal joints on curves

•  On Tranzband Conveyor, check that all drive bands  
are running on spools

QUARTERLY

• Check roller and bearing condition

•  Check drive sprocket and chian condition and adjust,  
if needed

•  Check for loose guide rails, correct if necessary

ANNUALLY

• Lubricate conveyor drive chain

•  Inspect components for wear and tear – replace as required

•  Check conveyor bed condition, splice plates, support mounting, 
adjust bolts for loose equipment and tighten as needed

• Visually check condition of electrical equipment
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